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SCHOOLS OF MARICOPA. COUNTY.

NOTIC

OFFICE OF THE COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT,/
PucEixix, Arizona, September 1st, 1889.	 S

Notice is hereby given that - I have this day graded
the Public Schools of Maricopa County, as follows,
to-wit

In Districts Nos. One (1), Three (3), Four (4),
Seven (7), Ten (10) and Nineteen (19), all pupils pur-
suing studies below the Third Reader are hereby
designated and classed as primary pupils, and the
schools in such districts where such pupils are
taught are designated and classed as primary
schools.

All pupils in such districts pursuing studies in
the Third _Reader and above the Third Reader are
hereby designated and classed as grammar pupils,
and the schools in said districts where such pupils
are taught are designated and classed as grammar
Schools, and hereafter no teacher holding a certifi-
cate below the first grade shall be employed to teach
said grammar schools.

All other schools in the County are hereby desig-
nated and classecia.s primary schools.

Done by and with the consent of the County
Board of Examiners, under the authority vested in
me in Section 27 of Chapter IV of Title 22, Para-
graph 1499 of the Revised Statutes of Arizona.

FRANK BAXTER,
County School Superintendent.

G 4:6-7.
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TO TEACHERS.

This Manual has been prepared with special ref-
erence to the wants of the public schools of the City
of Phoenix.

Such directions and recommendations have been
given as were deemed necessary to shape our public
schools in accordance with the progressive spirit of
the times.

The School Law requires that instruction shall be
given in the following subjects, to-wit : Reading,
Writin g, Orthography, Arithmetic; Geography,
Grammar, History of the United States, Elements
of. Physiology, Elements of Book-keeping, Indus-
trial Drawing and in Manners and Morals ; and the
United States law requires instruction to be given
throughout the whole course in Hygienic Physiology,
with reference to the effects of alcoholic drinks and
narcotics on the human system.

The Territorial Board of Education has adopted
the following list of text books, to be used in the
public schools, to-wit

Appleton's : First, Second, Third, Introductory
Fourth, Fourth_ and Fifth Readers.

Webster's -Spellers.
Appleton's Elementary and Higher Geographies.
Primary Model Copy Books, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Model Copy Books, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5-3:- and '6.
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Appleton's Primary, Elementary and Practical
(with Book-keeping) Arithmetics.

Quackenbos' Illustrated Lessons in Language and
Grammar.

Quackenbos' Elementary History of the 'United
States and American History.

Quackenbos' Natural Philosophy.
Quackenbos' Composition and Rhetoric,
The Child's Health Primer.
Hygiene for Young People.
Steele's - Hygienic Physiology and Steele's

Abridged Physiology.
- The provisions of the course of study in respect
to the prescribed studies and text books must be
fully carried out, except in the grades above the
Third Reader, the Board of Trustees having exer-
cised their option, under Section 118 of Chapter
XVIII of the School Law, to-select text books other
than those prescribed for all grades aboNe the Third
Reader. While no claim is made that the work here
outlined cannot be improved, it is believed that this
course can be followed, if the pupils are properly
classified, without hampering the teacher or destroy-
ing; that individuality which is essential in conduct-
ing a successful school.

The classification of the pupils in the different
grades is a subject that must be left to the judgment
of the Principal.

In the primary grades the spelling and language
should be taught in connection with the reading.
The whole grade should be combined in one class in
oral instruction wherever possible—where possible,
combine two arithmetic classes in one.
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In preparing the outline great care has been taken
not to encroach upon the individuality of the teacher,
for that is invaluable. Except in the most primary
work, the course states only what should be taught
to the individuality of the teacher is left the how to
teach the subject.

The teacher should remember that she is at liberty
to use any or all methods at her command. The
only requirement is that she do the work well.

Let the Whole course of study be thoroughly com-
-prehended by teachers.

Do not discard well-tried and satisfactory meth-
ods of teaching but make yourself familiar with the
principles of the Kindergarten instruction, as
adopted and practiced in American public schools,
and introduce as much of that instruction in the
primary grades as your time will permit. Familiar-
ize yourself with the Grube system of teaching pri-
mary arithmetic and also carefully observe the pre-
faces, introductions, suggestions to teachers, plans of
the authors and general directions of the various
text books that you use in your school.

MORALS AND MANNERS.

Instruction must be given during the entire school
course. Every falsehood, equivocation and exagger-
ation, every act of rudeness or unfairness, every case
of disobedience and ill-temper, every appearance of
a disposition to regard the teacher as a tyrant or an
enemy--should be made the text for a lesson in
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morals and manners. The teacher is judge, jury
and sheriff. He lutist, therefore, be absolutely just
to his pupils. He has a right to show a righteous
indignation for the wrong-doing and to take a cor-
responding pleasure in the right-doing of his pupils ;

but he has no right to grant special favors to the
children of friends or relatives or to those of the
wealthy or influential.

The welfare of the pupil must be ever before the
teacher's mind. If a child is punished, it must be
to make:him better ; if one is treated with severity
and another with kindness, it must be because these
are the best means of correction - in each case. Noth-
ing should be done merely because of the disposition
or indisposition of the teacher ; everything should
be done for the ultimate welfare of the child.

The child's morals and school conduct are, to a
very great extent, built upon those of the teacher.
His treatment of the pupil must teach that great rule
of fairness : " Do as you would wish to be done by."
In his dealings with his pupils the teacher must be
entirely honorable, just and truthful. When he is,-
and then only, he can teach most of his pupils that
they should be so too. No teacher can play hypo-
crite with his students. If he is as good as he seems
to be they will know it and respect him ; they will
fear wrong-doing because it is wrong and because he
may discover it. If the teacher is not what he pre-
tends to be the pupils will discover that, too, and, in
their turn, they will rely upon hypocrisy and false- •

hood to tide them over their troubles, condoning
their offenses with the reflection that they are no
worse than those of the Teacher.
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There is one great fault to which many teachers
otherwise unimpeachable, are addicted, and that is
the habit of threatening and piomising and failing
to carry out the threats and 'fulfill the promises.
The teacher who does this will surely lose the respect
of his pupils and his power to control them. The
mischievous pupils will say to themselves and per-
haps to their comrades : " Oh, he threatened worse
than that before, and he did nothing. We have just
as good a chance to escape now."

This practice causes most teachers, and especially
principals, nearly all the trouble they encounter in
endeavoring to maintain proper discipline. Chil-
dren have not as much judgment as adults, and
hence make very little allowance for the foibles of
their superiors. They simply consider persons who
break their words, whether in threat or pI-omise, un-
truthful.

Interesting occupation is among the very best
means of maintaining not only order, but morality.
The recreations of the play ground are to be classed
among the interesting occupations, and they demand
supervision fully as much as the exercises of the
class-room. Where this supervision is neglected,
the teacher in charge is incompetent to guard the
Moral welfare of his pupils.

Some teachers seem to think that the parents
should be held entirely responsible for the moral
training of the children ; others that morality can
be inculcated only in connection with sectarian
teaching, and for these reasons they consider that
it is not their duty to spend time upon instruction
in morals and manners. This is a great mistake.
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The teacher is strictly forbidden to say anything
calculated to offend the religious sensibilities of any
pupils ; but he is as strictly enjoined to teach the
morality of good citizenship. There is lao better
place than the school, and no better time than the
school age, in which to teach the necessity for hon-
esty, even-handed -justice and truth, for obedience
to law and protection by the law. Every school rep-
resents society in miniature. Every pupil should
there learn that he must conduct himself in agree-
ment with the best interests of the community.

Teachers should never forget that education with-
out honesty, truth and a proper regard for the opin-
ions and feelings of others, is more than wasted.. It
is an instrument of evil,
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DUANE DOTY'S PRACTICAL, HINTS.

DUTIES OF' TEACHERS.

TO PUPILS.

1. To know that a pupil's true education is a
growth consequent upon the proper exercise of all
his faculties.

2. To know that growth and discipline come
through the acquisition of usefubknowledge.

3. To know that neglect, mistakes, blunders or
carelessness on your part are disastrous to pupils
and most difficult to remedy.

4. To remember that children are children and
need assistance in many ways, but that the most
valuable work for a pupil under wise guidance is the
work which he does for himself.

5. To be ever thoughtful of the future of your
pupils, and to make all school work and discipline
such as will be of lasting service to them.

6. To remember that what a pupil grows to be is
of More importance than what he lives to know.

7. To make yourself acquainted with the home
influences affecting your pupils.

8. To know, as fully as possible, the past history
of your pupils.

9. - To make yourself acquainted with the moral,
physical and intellectual natures of your pupils, in
order that you may be able to teach and manage
every one according to his nature.
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10. To talk to your pupils in a natural tone of

voice.
11. To commend your pupils for all earnest work

and effort.
12. To teach your pupils how to study.
13. To teach and inculcate the virtues of order,

system, method, promptness, industry, punctuality
and strict attention to business.

14. To teach the value of time and its improve-
ment.

15. To teach the ways of getting knowledge.
16. To teach the reasons for and the value of

good school order.
17. To keep the pupils up to time in their grade

work.
18. To introduce aS much variety as possible in

work and to keep pupils busy.
19. To attend to the physical training of your

pupils, to see that they take proper positions when
sitting, standing or moving about the school room.

20. To teach pupils how to take care of their
property.

21. To inspire your pupils with enthusiasm in
the pursuit of knowledge.

22. To implant in pupils aspirations for all at-
tainable excellence.

23. To encourage a cheerful spirit in all school
work.

24. To require nothing of a pupil that there is
a doubt of his ability to do.

95. To notice all faults in manner, conduct and

language, and kindly correct them.
26. To understand thoroughly any complaint
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against a pupil before acting on it.
27. TO guard against threats and promises which

lead to so much embarrassment.
28. To aid and encourage dull and unfortunate

pupils.
29. To permit no pupil to make the discovery

that he can annoy you.
30. To make no mention of former faults or ir-

regularities that have been settled.
31. To be just and impartial in all your dealings

with pupils.
32. To keep your school room at the proper te

perature and well ventilated.
33. To avoid sarcasm or epithets that would

wound the feelings of a pupil.
34. To avoid all allusions to the social relations

of pupils or parents.
35. To expend your energies in what your pupils

do not already know.

TO PARENTS.

1. To avoid wounding the feelings of any parent
by word or manner.

2.. To endeavor to secure the confidence and co-
operation of parents in your efforts to benefit their
children.

3. To know that a dispassionate conversation
with a parent will almost always convince him that
you are pursuing a correct course with his child.

4. To keep parents fully informed of the doings
and progress of their children.
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SCHOOL PROPERTY.

1. To make the school room a pleasant and at-
tractive place for children.

2. To ornament the school room, when practi-
cable, with pictures, drawings mottoes, etc.

3. To take care of all books, maps, charts, blanks,
keys and other school property intrusted to you.

4. To inspect daily the stoves, furniture and other
school property, reporting any damage at once to the
Principal.

4, To take every precaution to guard against
danger from fire.

6. To leave everything in a satisfactory state at
the end of the school year, or at any time when you
leave one room for another.

TO SCHOOL AUTHORITIES.

1. To understand and enforce the rules and reg-
ulations prescribed for the management of the
schools.

2. To carry out faithfully the instructions of the
Superintendent and Principal.

3. To keep your school records and make your
school reports exactly according to instructions.

4. To use all school blanks according to the di-
rections printed on them.

5. To confer at once with the Principal when in
doubt as to any matter connected with school duties.

TO THE SCHOOL.

1. To be at your post on time, or never to be
tardy.

2. To be systematic and methodical in all your
work. •
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3.. To be cheerful and enthusiastic in your work.
4. To keep your classes supplied with proper

work.
5. To keep neat files of all reports, records, cir-

culars, excuses, notes and letters received, and of

other business papers.
6. To give your • undivided attention to school

duties, never reading books, working on school rec- •
ords nor writing letters during school sessions.

7. To have a carefully prepared programme  for

your daily exercises and to follow it closely.
8. To work your class upon the prescribed course

of study.
9. To talk little and in a natural tone of voice;

but to do much in school..
10. To read a journal of education.
11. To know that the best school teaching is al-

ways associated with the best . school government.
12. To know that good school government exists

only where each pupil attends quietly and faith-
fully to his own business at his own desk, which is
his place of business.

13. To rely upon your own tact, skill, energy and
devotion to your school work.

14. To feel an honest pride in your school and a
determination that its work and progress shall give
it high tank among schools.

15. To speak the English language in its purity.
16. To guard against the loss of time and waste

of effort from the following causes :	 ,

Stopping work to attend to individual cases of dis-
cipline.

Waiting for dilatory pupils.
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Lecturing or talking upon matters of little import-
ance.

Fussy and indirect ways of getting to work.
Slow and noisy movements of pupils about the

room.
Inadequate preparation for the recitation.
Writing letters or working upon school records

during session hours.
Permitting irrelevant questions by pupils.
Allowing pointless corrections by pupils.
Wandering from the subject matter of recitations.
Speaking too slowly.
Speaking in such tones as to disturb and distract

pupils at their work.
Putting work upon paper, slates or blackboard s

too slowly.
Having no definite order of procedure in recita-

tion.
Tolerating habits of slowness and laziness in some

pupils.
Dwelling upon what pupils already know.
Repetition of answers or parts of answers.
Inattention requiring repetition of questions.
Failure by some pupils to understand each step

in a recitation.
Having no well-defined next upon which to direct

effort.
TO YOURSELF.

1. To use every effort to improve in the science
and art of teaching and governing a school.

2. To exercise a watchful care over every act and
word, teaching by example as well as by precept.

3. To attend teacher's meetings.
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4. To be methodical in all your work.
5. To spare no pains to preserve your health.
6. To be careful, guarded, cautious and circum-

spect in everything you say and do in the presence
of your pupils.

7. To keep such private record of your own work
that at any time you may be able to give the im-
portant facts in connection w,th any year of your
school service.

8. To pursue some branch of study outside of
your professional work.

TO OTHER TEACHERS.

1. To aid and encourage fellow teachers by a
friendly appreciation and recognition of their work
and efforts.

2. To give other teachers the benefit of good
methods you use.

3. To call attention of others to any good books
or articles that you have found of service in your
work.

4. To extend every courtesy and render every
assistance to teachers just entering upon duty.
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RULES AND  REGULATIONS

Adopted by the Board of Trustees for the Government

of the Public Schools of the City of Phoenix.

ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS.

Designation.-1. The Schools of the City shall be

Primary Schools, Grammar Schools and a High

School.

Primary Schools.-2. The Primary Schools shall

consist of the Preparatory Class, First and Second

Grades, and each grade shall occupy one school year.

Grammar Schools.-3. The Grammar Schools

shall consist of the Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and

Seventh Grades, and each grade shall occupy one

school year.

High School.-4. The High School shall consist

of the Eighth Grade. It shall be divided into three

classes, denominated respectively Junior, Middle and

Senior Classes, and each class shall occupy one school

year.

High School Course of Study.-5. The High

School Course of Study shall comprise a thorough

preparatory course in the English language, mathe-

matics and the natural sciences ; also such other

studies as the Board may from time to time authorize
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or prescribe. The course will be such that its grad-
uates shall possess the qualifications necessary to
secure a First Grade teacher's certificate under the
laws of ArizOrta, or for entrance into the Freshman
Classes of the colleges of the United States.

Scholastic Calendar, Etc.-6. On the second Mon-
day in July of each 'year, or as soon thereafter as
practicable, the Board shall prepare the Calendar for
the ensuing scholastic year. The schools shall open
on the first Monday i October, and continue for
eight scholastic months.

Terms.---7. The year of eight scholastic ,months
shall be divided into two terms. The first term shall
commence at the opening of school for the year and
continue until the Christma; holiday vacation. The
second term shall commence immediately after the
Christmas holiday vacation and continue until the
close of school for the year..

Holidays, Etc. 8. There shall be ri 0 session of
the schools ou Saturdays, nor on general holidays,
and they may be suspended by the Board during the
prevalence of a general epidemic.

_Vacations.---9. There shall be a vacation of one
week at the time of the Christmas holidays.

Examinations.-10. Annual public examinatiOns
shall be held before the close of the school year.

Text Books.-11. The text books used and studies
pursued shall be such as may be authorized or pre-
scribed by the Board and by the Territorial Board
of Education.
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PRINCIPAL OF SCHOOLS.

Duties, Powers. and Privileges.-1. The Principal
shall have general supervision of all the public
schools of the city, subject to the rules and regula-
tions of the Board. He shall devote himself exclu-
sively to the duties of his office during the contin-
uance of the schools. He shall assign teachers to
their work in the schools, unless otherwise provided
by the Board, and pupils to their grades and studies.
He shall be held responsible fqi- the general manage-
ment and discipline of the schools. He shall visit
all the schools as often as his duties as teacher may
permit, and shall pay, particular attention to the
grading and classification of the pupils in the schools
and to the apportionment "among the classes of the
prescribed studies. He shall carefully observe the
teaching and discipline of the teachers employed in
the schools. He shall acquaint himself with such
principles and facts as may concern the interests of
popular education, and with all matters pertaining
to the organization, discipline and instruction of
public schools, to the end that all children in the
District who are instructed at the public schools may
obtain the best education which these schools are
able to impart. He shall preside at a regular teach-
ers' meeting, to be held on the last Saturday in each
school month, and he shall superintend the exer-
cises thereof, making such suggestions and giving
such directions as be may deem best for the welfare
'end prosperity of the schools. He shall keep the
Board constantly informed of the condition of the
schools and the changes required therein. He shall
report to the Board whenever he shall find teachers
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deficient or incompetent in the discharge of their
duties, and he shall also report all cases of absence
or tardiness of teachers.. He shall have the power
to suspend pupils, but only until such procedure can
be acted upon by the Board. He shall recommend,
when in his judgment. necessary, the expulsion of
pupils.

TEACHERS.

Election.-1. The Board of Trustees, at a regular
or special meeting on the second Monday in July, or
as soon thereafter as practicable, shall elect the
teachers of the public schools for the ensuing year,
The tenure of the office of the teachers shall be at
the discretion of the Board of Trustees, provided,
however, that no teacher shall be dismissed without
a hearing, except for good cause, the Board of Trus-
tees to judge of cause sufficient to justify dismissal.
Teachers may, at any time, be assigned or trans-
ferred to such schools as the Board may deem best.

Qualifications-2. Teachers shall have the cre-
dentials qualifying them for first-grade certificates,
under the laws of Arizona, and no person who shall
not have passed a satisfactory examination for a
first-grade certificate, under the laws of Arizona, and
is a person of good moral character, shall be elected
by the Board as a ,teacher.

Salaries. 3. Annual salaries of regular teachers
shall be divided, as nearly as practicable, into eight
equal payments, and orders therefor issued at the
end of each calendar month, beginning with Octo-
ber and ending with the folloWing May.

Grammar and primary teachers for the first year
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shall receive $600.00 ; second year, $650.00 ; third
year, $750.00 ; fourth year and afterwards, $900.00.

Any teacher appointed to the position of Principal
shall receive a salary of not less than the highest
class named above for the first year and $1,000.00
the second year and afterwards, and his assistant
not less than $700.00 the first year, $750.00 the sec-
ond year, $800.00 the third year and $1,000.00 the
fourth year and afterwards.

Rules to be Observed and Enforced.-4. All teach-
ers shall strictly observe and enforce these rules and
regulations, of which they shall have at all times a
copy at their school rooms, and they shall not main-
tain any other rules, except such as may be pre-
scribed or authorised by the Board.

Punctuality.  _ 5. All teachers of these schools are
required to he at their respectiA e school rooms at
least -fifteen minutes before the opening of each ses-
sion of school: They shall open their schools punc-
tually at the appointed times and devote themselves
during school hours exclusively to the discipline and
instruction of their pupils.

Order and Punishment.-6. All teachers shall
maintain order in their schools in a kind, judicious
and impartial manner. They may punish, when in
their judgment necessary, by reproving, tasking and
withdrawing privileges, detaining after school hours
and by reporting them in person to the Principal.

Instruction.-7. All teachers shall strictly adhere
to the Course of Study and to the text hooks pre-
scribed by the Board ad the Territorial Board. It
is particularly enjoined upon teachers to regard the
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moral social and physical culture of their pupils as
hardly less important than the mental . They shall
on every proper occasion endeavor to impress upon
the minds of their pupils the principles of obedience
and respect for proper authority, morality and vir-
tue, truthfulness, honesty, kindness, generosity, cour-
tesy, neatness, diligence, punctuality, sobriety and
frugality. They shall not allow falsehood, profanity
or any other kind of vice in their schools.

Subscriptions and Contributions. 8. Teachers
shall not permit solicitations for subseriptions or
contributions, nor the reading or distribution of ad-
vertisements in any of the schools, nor shall they
permit any agent or other person to enter the schools
for the purpose of exhibiting any book, map or Ar-
ticle of .apparatus, or announce any public enter-
tainment, except by special authority of the Board.

Records and Reports--9. Ail teachers shall keep
their records and prepare their reports with neatness
and accuracy, and in accordance With the forms pre-
scribed by law. All work on records and reports,
except the daily register, must be out of school
hours. The records and reports shall at all times be
subject to inspection by members of the Board.

Written Excuses Authorized.-10. All teachers are
authorized to require written excuses  or explanations
from parents or -guardians of pupils, in case of ab-
sence or tardiness of pupils.

Absence.-11. Teachers shall not absent them-
selves from their schools without consulting the
Board, except in case of sickness or unavoidable ac-
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cident, in which case they shall immediately notify
the Board.

Resignation.--12. Teachers shall not resign with-
out giving at least one month's notice to the Board,
in default of which all compensation for that length
of time shall be forfeited.

Reading of Raies.--13. At least once during each
term teachers shall read to all their pupils so much
of these rules and regulations as may apply to them.

Teachers' Meetings.-14. It Shall be the duty of
each teacher to attend the teachers' meetings, and
all teachers shall perform punctually the duties as-
signed them. Failure to do so, as well as absence or
tardiness shall be reported by the Principal to the
Board.

Health Requirements.-15. Teachers are required,
for the preservation of the health of, themselves and
their pupils, to give particular attention to the ven-
tilation and warming of their school rooms ; not to
suffer the children to sit in draughts of cold air, and
as a general rule to cause all the windows to be
opened for the free admission of air at recess.

- School Law.-16. Teachers are required to care-.
fully observe the provisions of the school law, in re-
lation to Schools, Pupils, Teachers, Text Books and
the Penal Code, and to observe the rules and regula-
tions for the government of the public schools of
Arizona Territory, adopted by the Territorial Board
of Education.

Programs.-17. There must be posted in every
school room a complete program of the daily exer-
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cises of the sch op], for the guidance of teachers and
pupils; and . for the convenience of visitors and
school officers. The time for each exercise must be
carefully determined and then be strictly main-
tained. It must be placed where it can be read by

the pupils, that they may be guided in their studies.

PUPILS.

Who may Attend the Schools. 1. All children
resident within the limits of District No. 1, between
the ages of six and eighteen, shall be permitted to
attend the public . schools free. Children of non-
residents or pupils over eighteen years of age may
be admitted upon such terms as the Board may
from time to time prescribe.

Shall be Registered, Etc.-2. All pupils, upon ad-
mission to the schools, shall be properly registered,.
and shall attend the schools to which they have been
assigned by the Principal.

Prohibits Pupils with Contagious Diseases.-3. No
pupil shall be received or continued in the schools
who is known to be affected by a contagious or in-
fectious disease or coitaing from a family where such
disease prevails ; and the Board may require from -
pupils satisfactory evidence of their having been
vaccinated.

General Requirements.-4. All pupils shall be re-
spectful to their teachers ; punctual and regular in
attendance ; correct in deportment ; cleanly in per-
son and in dress ; polite in conduct ; truthful and
chaste in language ; studious during school hours,
and obedient to rules.
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The truthfulness of pupils should not ordinarily
be questioned. in the presence of the school, nor
should they be censured in terms calculated to de-
stroy their self-respect.

Jurisdiction.-5. All pupils shall be deemed to be
under the jurisdiction ni the school autnorities and
teachers from the time they leave the custody of
their parents or guardians; on their way to school,
until they mturn to their respective homes.

Punishments.-6. For misconduct or lack of prep-
aration of lessons, pupils may be reproved, tasked
and deprived of privileges, detained after school
hours, reported and taken to the Principal, sus-
pended or expelled.

Absence and Tardiness.-7. All pupils absent or
tardy may be required to bring from parents or
guaadians a written excuse or reason therefor, and
after the first absence or tardiness without such ex-
cuse or reason, teachers shall notify, in writing, par-
ents or guardians of such delinquency. Habitual
tardiness or absence shall be punished by suspen-
sion. Three or more cases of taroliness, or of half-
day's absence in one month, without reasonable ex-
cuse, shall be-considered habitual, and pupils absent
three consecutive days shall be dropped from the
number belonging to school, and shall be restored
only by authority of the Principal.

Cause for Severe Punishment.-8. Quarreling,
fighting, loud and boisterous talk, making, exhibit-

or possessing obscene pictures, using profane or
:. ,9,bseene language, and rude and discourteous eon-
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duct of every description ; upon the streets or in the
vicinity of the school buildings as well as upon the
premises, among pupils, during school hours or re-
cess, or on their way to and from school, will be
deemed sufficient cause for severe punishment.

Injury to School Property.-9. Any pupil who -
shall in any way cut, Mark or otherwise injure any
part of the furniture, fences, trees . or buildings be-
longing to the schools, may be punished according -
to the nature of the offense. Parents or guardians
shall be responsible for such damages, which shall
be repaired by them, or assessed by the Board, and .
paid before their children or wards shall thereafter
be entitled to the privileges of the school.

Violent Resistance, Etc.--10. Any pupil who shall'
strike a teacher, under, any circumstances whatever;
or otherwise violently resists the enforcementof the
rules and regulations of the school shall be severely
punished, even to being expelled from school, upon
complaint thereof being made to the Board,

Vicious Conduct.- —11. Should any pupil become
vicious and habitually regardless of regulations, or be
guilty of any offense which in the .judgment - of the
teacher requires suspension or expulsion, such
teacher shall . at once take the offending pupil to the
Principal, with a statement of facts in the case. The.
Principal may suspend and the Board expel such
pupil if, in their judgment, the offense warrants
such punishment.

Arms ; Tobacco, Etc.--12. Pupils shall not -bear
arms nor use tobacco in any form when under the
jurisdiction of the school authorities, and the eating
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of fruit or food of any kind shall not be permitted
in the school rooms, except under such restrictions
as may be necessary.

Absence from Examinations.--13. Pupils absenting
themselves from the examinations of the schools
which they attend, shall not be entitled to the privi-
leges which such examinations may give.

General Promotions--14. Pupils who pass satis-
factory annual examinations, and whose general av-
erage in scholarship i not less than seventy-five per
cent., and not less than sixty per cent. in any one
study, shall be promoted to the next higher grade. and
shall receive certificates to that effect, made by their
teacher and signed by the Principal, but the mem-
bers of the Senior Class of the High School shall
graduate in the course of study and receive diplomas
signed by the Principal and the Board of Trustees.

Special Promotions.--15. Special promotions may
be made by the Principal on the recommendation of
a teacher for excellence of scholarship, a report cf
which, giving names of pupils and teachers, shall be
made by the Principal at the first meeting of the
Board thereafter, and pupils may also, at their own
application, be examined at any time by the Prin-
cipal, for special promotion.

Reduction to Lower Grades.-16. Pupils who,
through irregularity of attendance, inattention to
study or from ,,ther causes, fail to maintain their
standing in the grade to which they may belong,
may be reduced to a lower grade.

Details not Specified.-17. Pupils shall be governed
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in all details of conduct not specified in these Rules
and Regulations by such rules as may be prescribed
or authorized by the Board of Trustees and promul-
gated and enforced by the teachers.

JANITORS.

Duties.-1. Janitors shall keep all buildings, out-
buildings, grounds and walks in an orderly condi-
tion. They shall report to the Board any one whom
they may see, or suspect of, defacing or injut ing
school property. They shall perform , such general
duties as may be assigned to them by the Board. All
robins in use must be swept daily, in the evening
after school, and dusted daily in the morning, before
school. Floors, woodwork and windows must be
washed as often as necessary.

Outer doors must be locked in the absence of
teachers. In cold weather fires must be built so as
to have all the rooms to he occupied, warm at least
thirty minutes before the time of commending
school.

Janitors will receive such instructions from the
Board as may be necessary to carry these require-
mentsinto effect_ ,
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PREPARATORY CLASS.

The object of this class is the preparation of the
pupils for entrance 1 o the First Grade. The work
prosecuted in this class is of a character similar to
that of the First Grade ; and when pupils are well
prepared they should be at on -ce placed in the First
Grade.

Reading—Teach the pupil to recognize words at
sight from Appleton's Charts, from word cards and
words printed on the blackboard by the teacher.

Spelling—Spell by sound first, afterwards by let-
ter -, all words learned by sight in reading lessons.

Arithmetic.— Thorough knowledge of numbers
from one to ten, developed by the Grube system)
making all possible combinations, no result or num-
ber used to exceed ten. Let . the pupils handle the
objects for themselves as far as 'possible. Roman
numerals to twenty.
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Language. ---Encourage the pupil to free expression
of thought. To this end cultivate the perceptive
faculties. Teach a child how to see and observe.

Writing .—Teach thoroughly, slanting and straight
line, right curve and left curve ; give special atten-
tion to proper position of the hand and body.

Apply the principles of the Kindergarten instruc-
tion in teaching all subjects, as : First—Proceed
froiMthe known to the unknown. Second, Prcceed
from the whole to the parts. Third- Learn to do by
doing.

Oral Instruction.—Colors, primary and secondary.
Use color charts, color cards, flowers, pieces of rib-

, bon, etc. Encourage the children to furnish Speci-
mens of color from any common articles found at

' home. Talks on politeness, allowing the children to
'talk about any instance of politeness they hare
noticed in others. Hygienic - Physiology, oral les-
sons ; Child's Health Primer used for reference.

Form.—Sphere, cube and cylinder, and froai these
surfaces, faces, edges, lines, squares and - the like.
All new forms and all new shapes to be taken from
the object.

Motion, Position, Arrangement, LOcation.— Roll,
slide ; top, bottom ; right, left, • back, over, under
touching, apart, and the like.

Prominent Qualities of Objects.—Rough, smooth,
hard, soft; and the like.

Size. -,- ----Large, small , long, short, and the like.
Material.—Wool, wood, iron and paper.
Teach the name, production and use of surround-

ing object's.
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Physical Exercise.-- Have physical exercise at
least twice a day, from three to five minutes for each
exercise, with doors and Windows open, using Kin-
dergarten motion songs, arm movements and breath-
ing exercises.

F'RIMARY GRADES.

FIRST GRADE-ONE YEAR.

"A" GLASS.

Reading. 	 Appleton's Frst Reader to Part Second,
by word and phonic method. Require the pupil to
read each lesson backward, fluently, as a test of his
knowledge of the words at sight, before attempting
to read forward. Teach the name and use of the
period, interrogation point and exclamation point.

Spelling.--All words contained in reading lesson,
by sound and by letter orally.

Arithmetic. 	 Numbers from ten to twenty by the
Grube system. Roman numerals to fifty.

Language.--Continue work of Preparatory Class.

Geography.--Teach the principal points of the
compass. The pupil should be able to tell, without
hesitation, what direction any object in his school
room is from other objects.

Writing.—Teach the thirteen short letters in the
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following order : i , u, w, r, n, m, x, o, a, e, e, s, arid
combine them into easy words.

" Oral Instruction.--Teach the forms, square, round
and triangular, so that pupils may readily recognize
and describe any object as possessing these forms or
modification of them.

Talks on politeness continued. Hygienic Physi-
ology, same . as Preparatory Class.

Drawing.--Krusi's Card Series, No. 1. Special at-
tention to position of the hand and pencil. Follow
directions on printed slip that accompanies cards.

Kindergarten Work.----LeSsons of Preparatory Class
reviewed and continued.

New Forms. 	 Divided cub es; use these to develep
ideas of whole and parts, size, dimensions and the
like, and for dictation and building exercises.

- Tablet, stick and ring exercises continued. Sym-

metrical figures, borders and the like to be dictated
with them, and time allowed for inventive work.

_Physical Exercises.—Have physical exercise at least
twice each day, also when pupils become weary or
inattentive.

Let windows and doors be opened during these
exercises.

Ventilate the class room by lowering the windows.
"B" CLASS.

Reading.----Complete Appleton's First Reader, pur-
-suing the same general plan of instruction as in
Class " A."

Spelling.—Teach all the words contained in read-
ing lesson ; to be spelled orally, by sound and by
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letter, and in writing from dictation, on slate or on
paper.

Arithmetic. — Continue Grube method through
twenty-five. Roman numerals to one hundred.

Language.--Train the pupil to answer all questions
in complete sentences. Carefully and persistently
correct all common errors in speech.

Geography.--Lead the pupil gradually from the
geography of his school room to that of his school
yard, play ground and surrounding country.

Writing—All the small letters; singly . and in easy
combinations. Special attention to spacing.

Drawing.—Krusi's Card Series, No. 2.

Hygienic Physiology, oral lessons, same as " A'
Class.

Kindergarten work and physical exercises,same as
" A" Class.

Morals and Manners.—Teach pupils to be cleanly,
neat, polite, obedient, industrious, punctual, trust-

' worthy, honest kind and patriotic.
Use " - Good Behavior" as a reference book for the

teacher.

Oral Instruction.—Employ object lessons, develop-
ing facts as to name, production and use of silk,
leather, wool, fur, sugar, cotton, sponge, salt, milk,
wheat, iron, cork, felt, tea, starch, vinegar, camphor,
nutmeg, porcelain, copper, and such other familiar
objects as time may permit.

Hold familiar talks about the cat, th,e dog, the
:cow, the horse, the camel, the elephant, the bear, the
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deer, the parts of the human body and the senses.

Distinguish and name the secondary colors.

Distinguish and name lines, as to kind and posi-
tion.

Teach pupils to distinguish the time of day by the
clock.

Use Calkins' Object Lessons and Mrs. Mayo's Ob-
jects . Lessons as reference books for the teacher.

SECOND GRADE-ONE YEAR.

"A". CLASS.

Reading. 	 Appleton's Second Reader to Lesson
XXXVII. G-encrai plan of book to be followed.
Daily drill in phonic exercises for securing distinct
articulation.

Spelling.-- Spell from dictation, orally and in
writing, all words occuring in reading lessons.

Arithmetic. —Appleton's Primary Arithmetic to
Lesson DTI.

Language.---Let the pupil construct and write sen-
tences about the most common things, and develop -
thought by easy conversations with the children
about these things. Teach them to begin written

- sentences with a capital and end them with a period.
No set definitions or rules to be learned. Daily
criticism of oral and written sentences, as a class
exercise.

Oral lessons given by the teacher from QuackenL
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bos's Illustrated Lessons in • Our Language to bot-
tom of Lesson X, p. 15.

Geography.—Oral lessons given by the teacher
from Appleton's Elementary Geography, to bottom
of p. 18.

Writing.--Primary Model Copy Book No. 1.

Drawing.--Krusi's Card Series, No. 3.

Oral Instruction.—Child's own body ; names and
uses of the different parts. Main points of differ-
ence between these parts and the corresponding
parts of animals. Frequent talks on .morals and
manners. _Cowdery's Moral Lessons recommended
for use by the teacher.

In Hygienic Physiology, oral lessons. "Hygiene
for Young People" used for reference.

Object Lessons.—Object lessons on familiar objects,
developing the naming qualities as follows rough,
smooth, brittle, transparent, opaque, elastic and
porous.

Reference book, Calkins' Primary Object Lessons.

Animals.--Familiar talk with pupils On domestic
animals, developing and teaching facts as to the
name, distribution, habits and use. -

Color.—Review primary and secondary colors.
Distinguish and name the principal colors under the
reds, the yellows, the blues, the oranges, the greens,
the purples, the browns and the grays.

Fol.m-;--1 eview lines. Distinguish, name and de-
fine different kinds of plane angles.

Physical Exercises.--Same as First Grade.
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"B" CLASS.

Reading ern plete A ppleton's Second Reader
from Lesson XXXVIII on p. 68. Names and uses
of all the common marks of punctuation to be ex-
plained to the pupil. Follow the plan laid down in
reader.

Spelling .—Spell from dictation, orally and in
writing, all words contained in reading lessons.

Arithmetic. —Appleton's Primary Arithmetic com-
pleted. The mental exercises to be supplemented by
additional examples given by the teacher during the
work of this grade. Let concert and individual
drill be given which shall secure rapidity and accu-
racy.

Language.—Review work of "A" Class, and con-
tinue oral lessons in Illustrated Lessons to bottom of
p. 45.

Writing—Primary Model Book No. 2.

Oral Instruction.—Care of the different parts of
the body ; cleanliness ; effects of tight clothing.

• Drawing .—Krusi's Synthetic Drawing Book No. 1.
Krusi's Manual for teachers' use.

Plants.—Their general structure, their principal
parts, with the functions of each part. The flower,
the fruit, the seed described. The most useful
plants to man dwelt upon particularly.

Form—Review angles. Plain forms, as in Cal-
kins' Object Lessons, thoroughly taught.
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Reference book, Calkins' Primary Object Lessons:

Physical Exercise. —Same as in First Orade.

Morals and Manners.—Observ e directions for " A"
Class of this grade.

Physiology.—Same as "A" Class,

G AINAIVI A R GRADES_

HIFD GRADE-ONE YEAR.

"A" CLASS.

Reading.-- Appleton's Third Reader to Lesson
XLI. Follow instructions from the author to the

teacher.

Spelling.—Websteris Elemeltary Speller to No. 23

on p. 29. Also all the words occurring in reading
lessons. Equal attention given to oral and written
spelling.

Arithmetic.—Appleton's Elementary Arithmetic to

Article 106, on p. 66.

Language.—Teach the pupil to combine several

short statements into one sentence, properly. Illus-
trated Lessons in Our Language used as a text book
to end of Lesson XXIV, p. 33.

Geography.--Appleton's Elementary Geography,
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from Lesson I on p. 16, to Lesson XXXHI on p: 45.
used as a text book.

Tfrriting.---Pri diary Model Book No. 3.

Oral Instruction.----Review Second Grade work, en-
larging upon it to suit the capacity of the pupils.
Oral le sons in Hygienic,. Physiology on the import-
ance of the study in youth. The skeleton, the mus-
cles and the skin, using Steele's Hygienic Physiol-
ogy for reference, to P. 71.

Drawing. Krusi's Synthetic Drawing Book No. 2,

"B" CLASS.

Reading .—Complete Appleton's Third Reader, be- -

ginning at Lesson XLI, on p. 110.

Spelling—Spell from dictation, orally and in

writing, all words contained in reading lessons. Also
Webster's Elementary Speller, from No. 33, p. 29, to
No. 54, p. 41.

Arithmetic. — Appleton's Elementary Arithmetic
from Article CVI, on p. 66, to Article CXXXV, on

p. 83.

Language.t—Continue work of " A" Class, using
Illustrated Lessons in Our Language as a text book,
from p. 33 to Lesson L, p. 78.',

Geography.—Appleton's Elementary Geography,
from ..Lesson XXXIII, on p. 45, to Lesson LIT, on
p. 63.

Writing.—Primary Model Book No. 3.

Drawing .--Krusi's Synthetic DrAing Book No. 3.
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Oral Instruction.--Respiration, and the Voice and
the circulation, using Steele's Hygienic Physiology
for reference, to p. 137.

FOLIER_TI-1 GRADE -ONE YEAR.

"A" CLASS.

Reading.--Appleton's Introductory Fourth Reader
to Lesson XXXI, on p.•125.

Teach diacritical marks, using Webster's Diction-
ary as authority. Encourage frequent reference to
diction in the preparation of the reading lessons.

Spelling.--Words from reading and geography les-
sons, and Wilson's Primary Speller to Lesson XIII,
p. 52.

Arithmetic.--Olney's Primary Arithmetic, com-
pleted and reviewed.

Language.—Reproduce stories from readers, from
American history read by teachers, from pictures and
from oral lessons, on subjects given by teacher ; giv-
ing attention to spelling, penmanship, capitals and
pronunciation:- Exercise pupils in lett.er writing,
with careful attention to the beginning, closing and
address.

Stickney's Letters and Lessons, Book 1.

Geomphy.— Appleton's Elementary. Geography
from Lesson LII, on p. 63, to bottom of p. 99.

Writing.—Appleton's New System of Penmanship,
No. 1. Practice arm movements. Require correct,
position and enforce neatness_
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Have careless work re-written.

Drawing. 	 Bartholomew's Free Hand Drawing
Book No. 9. Dictation exercises. First lessens in
design with circle. Drawing on blackboard. Draw-
ing from objects. Special Exercise Book " A."

Hygienic Physiology.--Oral lessons, developed frena
Walker's Health Lessons by the teacher.

"B" CLASS.

Reading.—Appleton's Introductory Fourth Reader
completed froin p. 124.

Spelling.—Complete Wilson's Primary Speller from
p. 52, equal attention given to oral and written ex-
ercises.

Arithmetic.—Same as "A" class.

Language.—Stickney's Letters and Lessons, Book
No. 2. Composition exercises on subjects taught in
oral lessons. Letter wiiting

Geography.—Appleton's Elementary Geography
completed from p. 99 and reviewed.

Writing.—Appleton's new system of penmanship,
Grammar course No. 2; other instructions same as
"A" class.

Drawing.—Bartholemew's Free Hand Drawing
Book No. 10. Special exercise book "B;' other in_
structions same as "A" class.

Hygienic Physiolayy—Same as "A" class.
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FIRTH GRADE-ONE YEAR.

"A" CLASS.

, Reading.---Appleton's Fourth Reader to Lesson
XLIV on p. 123.

Spelling.—Words from reading and geography les-
sons, and Wilson's Larger Speller to p. 40.

Arithmetic.--Olney's Practical Arithmetic to p.
93.

Language.--Stickney's Letters and Lessons, Books-
three and four. Letter writing and reviews.

Geography.--Appleton's Higher Geography, to
United States on p. 28.

Writing.---Appleton's New System of Penmanship,
Grammar Course No. 3.

Drawing.—Bartholomew's Free Hand No. 11.

Hygiene Physiology.—Walker's Health Lessons used
as a text book to p. 9L

"B" CLASS.

Reading.--Appleton's Fourth Reader completed
from p. 123.

Spelling.—Same as "A" Class and Wilson's Larger
Speller to p. 80.

Arithmetic. — Olney's Practical Arithmetic, to
P. 143.

Lanotage.--Stiekney's Letters and Lessons in Lan-
' guage, Book 5, Grammar, completed. Continue work
of "A" Class.
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Geoyraphy.—Appleton's Riper Geography, from
p. 28 to p. 52.

Writivg.--Appleton's New System of Penman-
ship, Grammar Course, No. 4.

Drawing.--Bartholomew's Free Hand, No. 12.

Hygienic Physiology.Complete Walker's Health
Lessons, from p. 91.

SIXTH GRADE-ONE YEAR.

"A" CLASS.

Reading.—Appleton's Fifth Reader, to Lesson LXV
on p. 190.

Spelling.—Words from readiig and geography
lessons ; and Wilson's Larger Speller to p.

Arithmetic.—Olney's Practical Arithmetic, con-
tinued to p. 167.

Grammar.— Reed & Kellogg's First Lessons in
English, completed. Write compositions and letters .

Geography.—Appleton's Higher • Geography, from
p. 52 to p. 69.

Writing.--Appleton's New System of Penmanship,
Grammar Course, No. 5.

Drawing.—Bartholomew's Free Hand, No. 13.

Hygienic Physiology.--Johonnot's How We Live; to
p. 66.

" B " CLASS.

Readina.—Appleton's Fifth Reader, completed from
p. 190.

SpellingHSame as "A" Class. Complete Wils,n's
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High.er SpçlJer.,. and rerview, nbserng carfi11ytth'e
directions of the author.

Grammar.--Same as ."A' Class..

Arithmetic.—Olnev's Priict1cai Arithmèti to
Geogaphy--App1eton' H'ighei Gorapl'i 	 dh\

p. fi9. to p. .95. .. ......................	 . 	k 	.	 .

Writing.—Appleton's New System of I'enthanship,
Grammar Course No. f.

land No. l4.

Hygienic Physiology.-Oomnpietè Johon not's How
We Liv&, from p. 66: ............ . . - . . . . .

YT .GIADE---ONE. YEAR.

"A" 9LASS.

Reading. Hawthorne, Longfellow nd Sctsii
"Lady of the Lake." jn dditioi gettg e
story, study analyis of sentncs,
thought analysis, etyno1ogi aid rvdes.for p1nctua-
tion Wi oic a wek in suh a asl to teach,;
1. Use of authorities—encyclopedias, etc. 2. Re-
prodùltiorrand éxpanion: '. ÏT sã es ih pui&tiïtL

Spelli'iig.—Writtei exeïciss fro Ïshs iIf thèi
subjects,.	 .	 .....-.	 .........	 . .........

Arithmetic. --- Olney's Practical Arithmetic, réL
viewed.

..............................	 .,	 '-	 -

Grammar.---Reed & Kellogg's Higher Lessons jn
English, to p. 187.
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Ge praphy.--Apple,toh'§ -Higher GeograPhY,.C;om-
pleted from p. 95.

,-
-P,it,i19?-. A.:-, 7: 1-,Ws_inv,s,,s forms given by the teacher_ t

Hill's Manual, recommended for use- of teachar...

Drawiing-i—Bartholomew's Free Htind- ,No:

HbstiiryEgglesibiirS History of the United States
to p-.

ffygienie Physiolavy—Steele's Hygienic Physiol,'i
ogy

B" CLASS.

Rect4/,?* 77—,Irviug's,,Sketch Book , 	 Rip -
VaaW10e,. „and,. We,stminster Abbey ; Dickens'
Christmas Carols ; Merchant of Venice ; Whittier,. ,-
Study figures of rhetogiq, weter,„Anies for punctua-
tion and fr-$yaotyms. Write once a week, teaching :
1. f..7,gie in punctuation. 2. Making , a-skeletchi 6r
outling014. Description.

SirihVg=.---Same as "A" ClasS.

Grammar.—Complete Reed & Kellogg's H*Iier_
Lessons in English, from II). 187.

-Arf: thinef:k.—Swne -'4es

Geography.—Same as "A" Clags.'

Writin -Sam-e' as 'A" .CPaSA.

Drawinp.--Bartholomew's Free Hand No. 16.

1-4,LL,'".-17.7 °Al;	 e„	 e st, 0	 i t os, 	of the
United , States, fro Ili, „p,., 249,,

14ygienic Pkysiology.----OompleteSteele's Hygienic
Physiology, from p. 128.

,
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PHOENEK HIGH SCHOOL COURSE.

JUNIOR CLASS.

Arithmetic, 	  Olney's Science Of
Grammar, 	  Reed & Kellogg's
Physical Geography, 	  Appleton's
Algebra, 	  Robinson's Elementary
History, 	  Anderson's General History

MIDDLE CLASS.
Algebra,  	 Olney's
Rhetoric, 	  Bardeen's
Book-keeping, 	  Williams & Rogers
Natural Philosophy, 	  Steele's
Latin, . . . Leighton's Lessons and Allen &

-	 Greenough's Grammar
Spanish, 	

. SENIOR CLASS.
Geometry, 	  Wentworth's
Civil Government; 	  Young's
Botany, 	 Youman's
Zoology (or Astronomy),	 .	 . . . . Holder's
Latin,	 ......	 . - ..	 .	 CEesar
Spanish, 	

Essays and compositions throughout the course.
One essay, prepared, corrected and read before the
school every two months.

English Literature throughout the course, and
especially the last two years.

Parents or guardians residing outside of District
No. 1, desiring their children or wards to pursue the
above High School Course, can make arrangements
to that end with the Board of Trustees of said
District.
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GRADTJATES OF HIGH SCHOOL.

CLASS OF 1887.

DAYTON A. REED, Principal.

MARY A. RANKIN.

ROBERT E. L. LINVILLE.

PHILIP S. WHARTON.

BROOK M. GREGORY.

FRED. O. INGALLS.

RICHARD FOWLER.

CLASS OF 1889.

THOMAS E. DALTON, Principal,

MAGGIE KING WILLIAMS. ROSE PROOPS.

BERTHA MAUD BILLINGS. VICTOR EMERY MESSENGER.

CHARLES ALBERT BROOMEL.
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PHYSICAL EXERCISE,

In the Grammar G-rades have Physical Exercises
at least twice each day. Primary G-rades as laid
down in the Course.

Care should be taken to secure good air in the
room le exercises and to shut off draughts
when

Give ng exercise. Aim at variety and
strive against listlessness.

Secure animation.	 Do not permit noisiness.
Secure good time in movements.

Reference book for teachers: Mason's Physical
Exercises.

RECITATIONS, COMPOSITIONS
AND SINGING.

In all the grades the entire Friday afternoon of
the last day of each school month shall be devoted
to Rhetorical Work. The pupils may select theiy,
own work, under the directien of the teacher, and
report for rehearsal at least four days before they
are to speak, read or sing before the school.

The main object of this work should be ,to.,encoutt-
age the pupils during their school days to speak
often in public, that they may become self-possessed,
so that when they enter their life duties as men
and women they may be enabled to take their parts
with _credit in the various and multitudinous public
affairs of our National, State, County and Municipal
forms of government. This training should begin
when the child first enters school, and should be
followed throughout the whole course.
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1300KS RE,COMIVIEN DED FOR THE

USE OF TEAdHERs.

Payne's Lectures on the Science and Art of Edu-
cation.

Tato's Philosophy of Education.

Welch's Teachers' Psychology.

Welch's Talks on Psychology, applied to Teaching.

Allen's Mind Studies for Young Teachers.

Perez's First Three Yeats of Childhood.

Parker's Talks on Teaching.

The Practical Teacher.

Fitch's Lectures on Teaching.

Currie's Early Education.

Hugh's Mistakes in Teaching.

Hugh's Securing and Retaining Attention.

Calkins' Ear and Voice Training.

Dewey's I-Tow to Teach Manners in the School
Room.

Johnson's Education by Doing.

Patridge's Quincy Methods.

Shaw and Donnell's School Devices.

Seeley's Grube's Method of Teaching Arithmetic. -

Woodhull's Simple Experiments for the School
- Room,

Kellogg's School Management.
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Autobiography of Frœbel (founder of the Ki der-
garten).

Browning's Educational .Theories.

Leland's Practical Education.

Swett's Methods of Teaching.

Edith E. Wiggins' Lessons on Manners.

James O'Connor's Monitor System.

Lind's Methods in Country Schools.
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A Copy of this Manual must be kept on every Teacher's
Desk and consulted frequently.

Teachers must conform to the Course of Study, and all
promotions must be in accordanee with the directions and the
grading of the Manual.
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of the 'oun* School Superintendent, or from the Clerk of the
Board of Trustees.

FRANK BAXTER,
Couzzz School Superintendent


